Introduction: Tracheal extubation in a known or suspected difficult airway
. Phonation was similar between the two catheters (strong-50%-A vs 54%-B, weak-42%-A vs 43%-B). Cough effort was present in 100% with group A (62% strong, 38% weak) similar to group B (61% strong, 39% weak). Only 3 patients complained of significant discomfort (1-A, 2-B,) and 62%-A vs. 64%-B experienced relatively no discomfort (NS). Controlling for the number of males with the larger CAEC, no difference in cough, phonation or discomfort was found. Conclusion: This review suggests that reasonable phonation capabilities, the ability to generate a cough and limited patient discomfort are similiar for each catheter. The "stiffer" 5.2mm catheter may be a reasonable choice in the larger individual without compromising patient tolerance.
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